Weapon Form 2

Salutation. 
Present sword at 45-degree angle in right hand as left hand open and behind sword with palm down.  Step with left forward then back

Start:
Right neutral Vertical sword with blade left as inward block, down and out block with blade right. Sword swings horizontally right to left with blade left.

Right bow and arrow, left reverse punch. sword at hip blade down.

Right reverse bow and arrow, open hand double block. Left inward and down, right outward only with sword vertical blade facing out. Left fingers at right elbow.

Slow move to cat stance, sword vertical blade passes downward inside left elbow.  As tip goes below arm, bring handle up and outside left arm blade forward tip down and over back of left hand.  
Bring sword overhead, blade up and tip back

Left side horse stance. Right hammer with sword blade down, left inverted chop with sword horizontal in front blade down.

Left reverse bow and arrow. Open hand double block. Left inward and down. Right outward only with sword vertical blade facing out.

Slow move to cat stance, sword vertical blade passes downward inside left elbow.  As tip goes below arm, bring handle up and outside left arm blade forward tip down and over back of left hand.  
Bring sword overhead, blade up and tip back

Right side horse, sword moves down to left then moves left to right horizontally blade right. Left fist behind back.

Left step across to left side horse. Cannon punch. With sword horizontal in front blade down.

Right deep kneel. Sword overhead block.

Put sword down. Pick up Bo. Hold overhead tip at left foot end overhead.

Right steps to the left about one foot. Twist to left, horizontal strike to attacker's midsection. Move end of Bo in little circle to throw attacker.

Stand with feet together. Twirl Bo, tip in right hand. Jab to right.

Left step across left side horse and strike to right. Tip strike to left, end strike to right, overhead strike, underhand strike.

Left twist stance with right foot behind, right hand over left tip of Bo to left.

Left twist stance with knees touching, end of Bo counter clockwise strike to head.

Left twist stance right foot behind, left tip strike to head.

Left neutral right strike. Left bow and arrow left strike.

Left reverse bow and arrow right strike. Left neutral right overhead strike. Left bow and arrow right under strike.

Left moves to right foot. End.

